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execUtive sUmmAry
The purpose of this paper is to assist architects and designers to embrace cutting edge techniques and 
succeed in their efforts to create innovate spaces that go above and beyond clients’ expectations.   We 
will review the current issues facing work environments and take a look at options for new materials 
and design concepts that provide innovative solutions.  The goal is nothing less than creating work-
places that boost employee productivity, encourage collaboration, and reduce costs for companies 
through a reduction of their carbon footprint.  

Over the years, workplaces have begun to fall into a certain rut, and have been impacted by issues in-
cluding everything from dark, badly lit spaces and cramped cubicles to poor indoor air quality caused 
by low-quality building materials.  

What are the existing options?  Is it possible for architects and designers to create workplaces that 
benefit employees, boost profits and are eco-friendly as well? Let’s take a look.
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chAllenges With the 
trADitionAl WorKplAce
Many of today’s office spaces have been created with little care or 
imagination.  The use of wasteful materials is quite common.  While 
creating office spaces that are sustainable and use eco-friendly ma-
terials is often an ideal, this goal is rarely achieved.

Demolitions are a major concern. Renovations are often required to 
achieve the desired results. But when demolitions occur, this process 
negatively impacts indoor environmental quality.

Frequently, employees experience negative health consequences 
due to a lack of proper ventilation, lack of sunlight and views.  Em-
ployees who are “stuck” behind opaque walls often feel as though 
they are trapped.  This can lead many employees to look forward to 
leaving work as soon as possible and daydreaming, which, in turn, 
decreases productivity across the board.

As noted by Efficient NYC, “Self reports of better health conditions 
were strongly associated with better views. In one study, workers 
with the best views were the least likely to report negative health 
symptoms. Reports of increased fatigue were most strongly associ-
ated with a lack of view.” 1

Today’s office spaces are often smaller than ever before.  While the 
need for a re-organization of space is clearly necessary, architects 
and designers are often on autopilot.  They frequently fail to use 
space in different, modern and innovative ways.  At this point, long 
held assumptions regarding space organization and utilization must 
be questioned and new paths need to be charted.

1  http://efficient-nyc.com/added-value-of-energy-efficiency/

"In one study, workers 

with the best views 

were the least likely to 

report negative health 

symptoms." - Efficient NYC
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the chAllenge for 
Architects, Designers 
AnD BUilDers:
creating an eco-friendly and productive 
office environment
In the modern office environment, it is desirable to find ways for 
spaces to successfully serve many purposes in a seamless manner.  
Strictly adhering to conventional room designations, such as a “con-
ference room,” can restrict overall space utilization and functionality.  
Creating spaces that are freer flowing and modular in their approach 
and design is essential for creating more organic and eco-friendly 
office environments.

Offices and other key workspaces have become de facto showcases for 
businesses, their philosophies, their approaches and their team.  A mod-
ern eco-friendly design is an essential part of this showcase process.

In their attempts to create modern workspaces, designers have turned 
to glass wall systems.  However, this choice can present several issues.  
For example, most glass wall systems are, in fact, not truly “frameless."

Special care needs to be given to door design when laying out a floor 
plan or space.  A failure to think about door design and placement is a 
failure to think about space use, functionality and flow.

The majority of today’s offices and work environments do not take 
advantage of the numerous and increasing eco-friendly options at 
their disposal.  These eco-friendly options would ultimately save 
businesses considerable money year after year; a great example of 
this comes in the form of LEED certification.
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WhAt WoUlD Be the 
optimAl solUtion?
Architects, designers and builders looking to stay one step ahead of 
the curve need to embrace new tactics and, of course, new solutions. 
Through this means, everyone literally benefits. Employees experience 
greater health outcomes. Businesses save money and enjoy the prestige 
benefits of more modern design and dynamic office and workspaces. 

Let’s turn our attention to solutions that can help architects, design-
ers and builders stay on the cutting edge and provide their clients 
with bold and practical cost-saving innovations.  According to global 
design firm Gensler’s 2013 U.S. Workplace Survey when companies 
have workplaces that are “balanced” it helps foster and promote col-
laboration.  However, balancing workplaces doesn’t interfere with 
the ability to focus in private spaces.  

Employees perform better when there are stimulating environ-
ments with natural lighting, eco friendly materials, better layout 
and even décor.  Productivity and motivation are encouraged when 
more attention and focus is given to such issues. 

"Balanced workplaces 

where employees have the 

autonomy to choose their 

work space based on the 

task or project at hand are 

more effective and higher 

performing."  - Diane 

Hoskins, co-Chief Executive 

Officer at Gensler

Framed  VS. Frameless System
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Offices that encourage communication and collaboration should be 
open and enjoy expansive views. Natural lighting has been shown to 
boost employee performance.  Both of these goals can be achieved 
through using frameless glass door systems.

•	 Through truly frameless design, it is possible to offer the 
great visibility of glass while dramatically reducing metal 
framing.  The end result is more open office and workplace 
spaces that feel freer, boost productivity, stimulate 
communication, encourage positive health benefits and 
can lead to cost savings.

•	 By opting for a simple header and frameless glass design, 
it is possible to match glass sizes to given job conditions, 
which in turn allows for “out of standard panels” 
configuration.

•	 A simple header and frameless glass design is much more 
time efficient and can lead to additional cost savings.  The 
work only takes 3 to 4 weeks to complete as compared to a 
standard framed glass design, which takes 6 to 8 weeks.  

•	 Glass use is maximized and hardware use is minimized.  In 
turn, this factor increases the value of the investment, as this 
design doesn’t appear “old-fashion” in its design over time.  

Another benefit of a simple header and frameless glass design is 
that it is possible to use locally sourced glass.  Locally sourced glass 
increases LEED certification points.

LEED Gold certification is no small matter, as this certification trans-
lates to considerable costs savings. According to The US Green 
Building Council, “Compared to the average commercial building, 
green buildings consume 26 percent less energy, have 13 percent 
lower maintenance costs, 27 percent higher occupant satisfaction, 
and 33 percent less greenhouse gas emissions.” 2 Glass can enhance 
workplaces in a many ways.   As The US Green Building Council went 
on to note,  “It gives tenants and designers, who do not always have 
 
2 http://www.usgbc.org/articles/green-building-facts
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control over whole building operations, the power to make sustain-
able choices that can dramatically affect the indoor environment.” 3

“While the design community has long understood the importance 
of green building and delivered cost-effective, sustainable spaces, 
how interior glass contributes to a LEED rating has sometimes been 
unclear.  To set the record straight, interior glass sliding doors can 
help earn points in several LEED categories.” 4

A key solution also comes in the form of integrating sliding doors 
into glass commercial wall design.  Why is this so beneficial?  The rea-
son is that this approach saves space while at the same time creates 
a unique sensation, look and feel.

3 http://www.usgbc.org/leed/rating-systems/commercial-interiors
4 http://continuingeducation.construction.com/article.php?L=334&C=1072&P=6

"To set the record 

straight, interior glass 

sliding doors can help 

earn points in several 

LEED categories."  

- Architectural Record
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Integrating sliding glass doors into design helps barriers disappear 
between different levels of duties and appointments within the 
company.

The use of sliders makes it possible to not only reach a wider clear 
opening, but also allows for future changes and reconfigurations of 
furniture within a room.  This opens up a new element in design and 
the approach to the use of space.

The open and modular design of integrated sliding doors means 
that workplaces will not just be different in appearance, use and 
functionality, but also evolve along with a company’s evolution and 
growth. Glass partitions provide both privacy and the ability to dis-
appear from view when necessary and beneficial.

 “What we love about the 

Klein system are the very 

wide openings that make 

the private spaces open up 

to the environment outside 

and create a sense of flow 

throughout the workplace.”  

- James Young, principal 

at Gensler
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cAse stUDy
The $4.9-million, 8,000 square-foot San Diego National Wildlife Ref-
uge administrative headquarters was recently designed by Architect 
Johnny Birkinbine of Line and Space, the Tucson, Arizona-based firm. 
In regards to the philosophy behind his work, Birkinbine comment-
ed, “We wanted to give the staff a strong connection to the land-
scape by providing plenty of light and openness within the facility.”

The choice was Rollglass interior sliding glass door systems from 
Klein USA. These served as partition walls between the staff’s offices 
and the corridors, and the doors were used for conference rooms as 
well. The floor-to-ceiling glass walls provided ample levels of day-
light and increased energy efficiency. 

The new facility enables staff to benefit from plenty of natural day-
light in their workspaces; this change also allows them to feel a con-
nection to those who are working on the exterior.  The incorporation 
of Klein USA glass doors assisted with the successful receipt of LEED 
Gold- New Construction certification.

“The use of glass versus 

drywall construction 

eliminates the waste as 

the glass is manufactured 

to fit perfectly in the 

opening while the drywall 

comes with standard 

dimensions that need to 

be cut on site with some 

materials left over.”  

- Johnny Birkinbine, AIA, 

of Line and Space LLC
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conclUsion
We’ve outlined the problems that architects, designers and builders 
face when it comes to finding eco-friendly solutions that their clients 
will love.  Yet, there are beneficial and economical ways of address-
ing these problems.  

In one bold move, architects can indeed create the workplace of the 
future in an ingenious manner.  The goal should be maximizing inte-
rior spaces by creating new spaces within.  When boundaries within 
workspaces are eliminated, this change allows for more natural light 
and all the benefits conferred from doing so.

When architects and designers allow for spaces to be used in new 
and innovative ways, this greatly appeals to clients and affords for 
considerable costs savings.  It also provides an eco-friendly solution 
with an array of clear and definable benefits.

There is a way to simultaneously address all solutions we’ve outlined, 
and that is Klein frameless sliding door systems. Frameless glass 
sliding door systems are highly functional, eco-friendly, and have a 
distinctly modern and enduring look. At the same time, they allow 
more natural daylight to flow into previously closed off workplaces. 
Employee productivity and health are improved as a result to this 
new and bold approach, while business owners see an array of costs 
saving benefits.  Let’s face it; happy and healthy employees are good 
for the health of a business, its future prospects and its longevity.  

The bottom line is that frameless sliding door systems work to remove 
perceived barriers and can lead to greater workplace communication.  
They neatly and clearly fit into our eco-friendly future.  By opting for 
frameless glass sliding door systems, architects, designers and build-
ers are creating impressive, distinctive and sustainable interiors.  

In the workplace of the future, Klein’s frameless glass slide door sys-
tems will encourage greater communication and more productive 
and happier workplace environments.  Design matters, and Klein 
has taken this understanding to a new level with frameless glass 
sliding door systems.

Frameless glass sliding 

door systems are highly 

functional, eco-friendly, 

have a distinctly modern 

and enduring look, while 

allowing more natural 

daylight to flow into 

previously closed off 

workplaces.
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ABoUt Klein UsA
Klein USA, Inc. is a global leader in high-quality interior sliding glass 
door systems uniquely designed to provide the A&D industry with 
the most innovative solutions, enhancing both space and light shar-
ing. Use of Klein’s frameless top-hung glass doors imparts a clean, 
modern look to any commercial application.  www.klein-usa.com

To help building owners and facility managers learn more about 
frameless interior sliding glass door systems and their use on office 
fronts and conference rooms, Klein USA has created an interactive 
website describing the options available. The company’s portfolio 
ranges from single and multiple door systems to a variety of special 
systems that feature self-closing, telescopic, synchronized, and cor-
ner doors.  For help in selecting the right system for your space, visit 
www.glassofficefronts.com. 
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Phone: 973-246-8181
Fax: 973-246-8362

Address:
KLEIN USA, Inc.
1 Madison Street
East Rutherford, NJ 07073

Email: csm@klein-usa.com

http://www.klein-usa.com
https://www.facebook.com/KleinUSA
https://twitter.com/KleinDoors
https://plus.google.com/111310320588189879414
https://www.youtube.com/user/kleinslidingdoors
https://www.linkedin.com/company/klein-usa---sliding-door-systems
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